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Tempo digital programmable thermostat   
F05920  White £160         F05919  Black £160

Thermostats

Ceramic tile

Flexible tile adhesive

Warmup SM undertile matting

Warmup insulation board

Flexible tile adhesive

Concrete subfloor

Warmup Stickymat 150W/m² 

F05933  1m² coverage £155

F05934  1.5m² coverage £190

F05937  2m² coverage £220

F05938  3m² coverage £300

F05939  4m² coverage £380

F05940  5m² coverage £460

F05941  6m² coverage £540

F05942  7m² coverage £625

F05943  8m² coverage £680

F05944  9m² coverage £745

F05935  10m² coverage £795

F05936  11m² coverage £855

Please note: Thermostat sold separately.

Digital thermostat 

F05947  Piano Black  £225         F05946  Classic Cream £225

F05948  Silver Grey    £225

Undertile Matting System

Undertile matting system  
suitable for:
- Ceramic tiles 
- Slate 
- Porcelain 
- Limestone 
- Marble 
- Stone 
- Terracotta

Must NOT be fitted under:
- Vinyl 
- Cork 
- Wood 
- Wood laminate 
- Carpet
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Warmup Undertile Heating Kit

F05915  1.5  m2 -2.4m2 coverage £190

F05916  2.5 m2 - 3.4m2 coverage £225

F05917  3.5 m2 - 4.4m2 coverage £325

F05918  4.5 m2 - 5.4m2 coverage £415

Please note: Thermostat sold separately. 

WiFi 4iE

Controlled from a smartphone, tablet or computer, the 4iE Smart WiFi thermostat 
learns how you use your heating and then uniquely reacts to your behaviours. 

Features and Benefits:

- Smartphone controlled with the easy to use WarmApp™

-  Energy saving advice automatically advising you how to  
heat your home and reduce your energy bills

-  Self-programming based on your usage promoting zero  
wasted energy

-  Adjusts settings based on current outside temperatures 

-  Constantly ensuring your home is up to temperature at the right time

-  Personalised to you with weather updates and travel alerts F05950  Warmup 4iE WIFI controller Onyx Black £280

F05949  Warmup 4iE WIFI controller Bright Porcelain £280

Kit comprises:  
Primer, roller, heating reel, 
tape and instructions.

Undertile Heating Kit
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